Psychological Symptoms and Stress Are Associated With Decrements in Attentional Function in Cancer Patients Undergoing Chemotherapy.
Decrements in attentional function-perceived effectiveness in everyday functioning related to cognitive dysfunction-are frequently reported by cancer patients during treatment. However, patients vary widely in their experiences of changes in attentional function. The aim of this study was to understand differences in attentional function among cancer patients during chemotherapy. Patients (n = 1329) undergoing chemotherapy were assessed at 6 time points during 2 rounds of chemotherapy. Latent profile analysis was used to identify subgroups of patients based on patterns in changes on the Attentional Function Index. Differences among the subgroups in demographic and clinical characteristics, psychological symptoms, and stress were evaluated. Three latent classes (ie, high, moderate, and low attentional function) were identified. Patients in the low and moderate classes were younger, more likely to be female, and less likely to be employed compared with those in the high class. Patients in the low class had higher levels of depressive and anxiety symptoms, cancer-related distress, and perceived stress compared with those in the moderate class, who, in turn, reported higher levels of these symptoms compared with those in the high class. Different experiences of changes in self-perceived attentional function are associated with psychological symptoms in cancer patients. Relationships between changes in attentional function and psychological symptoms and stress suggest that clinicians should attend to the potential that patients' cognitive and psychological experiences may be closely linked and may need to be addressed as related phenomena. Clinical trials are needed that evaluate treatments for both attentional and psychological symptoms.